Abstract. The Hodge spectrum is an important analytic invariant of singularities encoding the Hodge filtration and the monodromy of the Milnor fiber.
Introduction
The spectrum Sp(f ) of the germ of a hypersurface singularity f : (C n , 0) →
(C, 0) is a fractional Laurent polynomial
Sp(f ) = α∈Q n f,α t α with n f,α ∈ Z which is defined using the Hodge filtration and the monodromy on the cohomology of the Milnor fiber of f (see Section 3.1).
The spectra of reduced hyperplane arrangements are known to be combinatorial.
A combinatorial formula for the spectrum is given in [1] and [6] for the cases of n = 3 and n = 4. One may ask the same question for the spectra of homogeneous polynomials defining projective curve arrangements having only ordinary multiple points. We answer this question by giving a combinatorial formula. The formula is calculated in a general setting, where the arrangements might not be reduced arrangements. We also generate formulas for special cases.
In this paper, we will follow the convention Then the following formulas hold for j ∈ {1, · · · , d} :
and n f,2+
Otherwise n f,α = 0. Here u 0 = l∈L ⌈jm l /d⌉d l − j and u v = l∈L ⌈jm l /d⌉m v,l − ⌈jm v /d⌉. In the case f = f red we have the following formulas for j ∈ {1, · · · , d} :
Otherwise n f,α = 0.
We remark that the set V of singular points of f red can be replaced with any subset of V containing the set of non simple normal crossing singular points.
This means the spectrum depends only on the numbers m l , d l , and m v,l .
In particular if f is reduced the spectrum depends only on d l and m v,l . We can consider this information as a decorated graph consisting of two sets of vertexes L and V with edges corresponding to inclusion. In the following section we give combinatorial spectrum formulas for special cases which are useful in practice. Before the proof of the main theorem in Section 4
we review the definition of the Hodge spectrum and an algorithm calculating the spectrum of homogeneous polynomials in Section 3. 
More formulas
A necessary and sufficient condition for l∈L m v,l 2 = 0 in Theorem 1.1 is that all the curves defined by f l are smooth since m v,l = 1. It is equivalent to say that the homogeneous polynomial f l has only an isolated singularity at 0 ∈ C 3 if it is not a linear form.
Corollary 2.1. With the same notation as Theorem 1.1 we assume f l defines a smooth curve in P 2 for each l. Then we have the following formulas for j ∈ {1, · · · , d}:
Otherwise n f,α = 0. Here u 0 = l∈L ⌈jm l /d⌉d l − j and u v = l∈L ⌈jm l /d⌉ − ⌈jm v /d⌉. Moreover, we get the following formulas for the reduced cases:
where j ∈ {1, · · · , d}. Otherwise n f,α = 0. 
Moreover, we have the following formulas for the reduced cases:
where j ∈ {1, · · · , d}. Otherwise n f,α = 0.
The formulas for reduced hyperplane arrangements are given in [1] .
We can consider a single irreducible curve which has only ordinary multiple 
and n f m ,2+ j md
Otherwise n f m ,α = 0.
In the case m = 1, the formulas are written as follows for j ∈ {1, · · · , d}:
Otherwise n f,α = 0. Moreover, in the case that f defines a smooth curve we have the following formula for j ∈ {1, · · · , d}:
Applying the Thom-Sebastiani formula we can calculate the Hodge spectrum of functions defined on lower dimensional spaces (see [4] 
Otherwise n f,α = 0. For reduced f we have the following formulas, n f,
We remark that the last formulas of Corollary 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 can be calculated by the well known Hodge spectrum formula for homogeneous isolated singularities. Thus these can be rewritten as
for n = 3 and n = 2. In the case of isolated singularities the Milnor number µ f is defined to be the
This number is the same as Sp(f )(1) by the definition of spectrum and the cohomology vanishing property of isolated singularities. Proposition 3.1.
Here we subtract δ α,n since n f,α is defined using reduced cohomology.
Let U be a divisor onỸ . The class u := [U] ∈ H 2 (Ỹ ) can be written as
and consider the function χ p :
We calculate χ p (u) by using Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch,
where ch(F p (U)) is the Chern character and td(Ỹ ) is the Todd class of the tangent bundle TỸ . Also, we will denote c(Ỹ ) := c(TỸ ) and ch(Ỹ ) := ch(TỸ ).
Chern classes calculate the Chern character and Todd classes. For a given vector bundle E of rank r, the following is well known (see [3] 
Hence, we need to calculate c(∧ 
We give an example for our case.
Example 3.2. Let A have rank 2.
We should calculate c(A) = c(Ω 1 Y (logZ)). We have the following short exact
This induces
Now we apply this algorithm to prove the main theorem.
Proof of Main theorem
Let f : C 3 → C be a homogeneous polynomial. We use the same notation and assumptions as in Theorem 1.1. Let Z = l∈L m l Z l ⊂ P 2 =: Y be the divisor defined by f and Z l be an irreducible divisor defined by f l . We choose an embedded 
